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SUMMARY

The design of nonlinear controllers has relied on the use of detailed aerodynamic and engine models that must

be associated with the control law in the flight system implementation. Many of these controllers have been applied

to vehicle flightpath control problems and have attempted to combine both inner- and outer-loop control functions

in a single controller. In this paper, a new approach to the nonlinear trajectory control problem is presented. This

approach uses linearizing transformations with measurement feedback to eliminate the need for detailed aircraft

models in outer-loop control applications. By applying this approach and separating the inner-loop and outer-loop

functions two things are achieved: (1) the need for incorporating detailed aerodynamic models in the controller is

obviated and (2) the controller is more easily incorporated into existing aircraft flight-control systems. This paper

also discusses an implementation of the controller described here. This controller is tested on a six degree-of-freedom

F-15 simulation and in flight on an F-15 aircraft. Simulation data are presented which validates this approach over

a large portion of the F-15 flight envelope. Proof of this concept is provided by flight-test data that closely matches

simulation results. Flight-test data are also presented.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of aircraft trajectory control is generally thought of as an "outer-loop" problem, that is, the air-

craft is assumed to have a stabilizing, "inner-loop" command augmentation system through which the pilot or au-

tomatic trajectory control system interacts with the vehicle control effectors (such as the elevators, ailerons, and

rudder). In fact, for a great number of trajectory control problems, it is the pilot who provides this outer-loop

control by translating a mental image of the trajectory into stick, pedal, and throttle commands using feedback in-

formation provided by the crew station instruments. Outer-loop control may also be provided by an autopilot that

performs simple tasks like maintaining altitude and velocity or one that performs more complex tasks such as auto-

matic landing.

Inner-loop control generally refers to control of the aircraft about its center of mass; outer-loop control refers to

the control of the trajectory of the center of mass. The former is generally called "the control problem" while the

latter is often referred to as "the guidance problem."

This distinction between inner-loop and outer-loop functions is important for two reasons: (1) the frequency

response requirements of these functions are significantly different and (2) the output commands from the two types

of controllers differ significantly.

The frequency response requirements for inner-loop control are generally on the order of 1 to 30 rad/sec, because

of the dynamic characteristics of high performance aircraft. The frequency response requirements for outer-loop

control are on the order of 0.1 to 3 rad/sec, because of the trajectory tracking requirements. The outputs from an inner-

loop control system are essentially surface position commands; the outputs from an outer-loop controller are similar

to stick, pedal, and throttle position commands. The two types of controllers are usually separate designs and dis-

tinct subsystems.

The fundamental objective of trajectory control research at the Dryden Flight Research Facility is to define a

generic approach for designing control laws that will command an aircraft to fly precise flight-test maneuvers to ob-

tain accurate, repeatable flight data. The intent is to use modern control theory design techniques to lay out a method

of designing flight-test trajectory controllers for various aircraft at Dryden to improve data collection performance.

The approach should also be applicable to other aircraft for the design of items such as autopilots and automatic

navigation systems. Implicit in this objective is the requirement to develop control laws using different techniques

for a candidate aircraft and subsequently to evaluate the performance and assess the limitations of these control laws.

The candidate aircraft is the NASA F-15 highly integrated digital electronic control (HIDEC) aircraft [1].



Overthepastseveralyears,techniquessuchaseigenstructureassignment,linearoptimal control, and others

were applied in the attempt to find a design approach. However, the most promising technique involves the use of

nonlinear inverse transformation theory. Inverse transformations relate the input of the linearized aircraft system to

the required aircraft command augmentation system (CAS) nonlinear input. The application of this theory to flight-

test trajectory control has been treated by Menon et al [2,3]. This application uses the equations of motion and inverse

aerodynamic and engine models to provide inputs to the inner-loop controller of the aircraft. The methodology for

the use of nonlinear inverse transformations and inverse models presented in this paper is based primarily on the

work of Meyer and Cicolani [4,51, Meyer [6], and Meyer et al [7] whose approach is presented in some detail. The

perceived limitations of the work by previous authors are discussed.

This paper presents the theory for and an application of an approach that provides a new solution to the flight-test

trajectory control problem. The elegance of this solution is that the control laws are obtained from flat, nonrotating

Earth, equations of motion with accelerometer outputs providing force data instead of an aerodynamic model. This

makes the controller easy to apply to different aircraft since only a simple inverse engine model is required. The use

of nonlinear inverse transformations presents a linear system to the designer for which simple proportional-integral,

or proportional-integral-derivative control laws using a single set of gains need be designed.

A flight-test trajectory controller (FTI'C) was designed using this new approach and was tested on a real-time,

six-degree-of-freedom, full envelope, nonlinear simulation of an F-15 aircraft. Various maneuvers were simulated

over a Mach number range of 0.60 to 1.20, over an altitude range of 10,000 ft to 40,000 ft. Simulation results justified

flight test of the FTTC with the F-15 HIDEC aircraft. Flight test covered a subset of the maneuvers tested in the

simulation. Both simulation and flight-test results are presented.

NOMENCLATURE

Acronyms

AWJSRA

CAS

FTrC

FTTG

HIDEC

HiMAT

PLA

RAV

STO

TAFCOS

VATO

WATR

augmentor wing jet short takeoff and landing research aircraft

command augmentation system

flight-test trajectory control

flight-test trajectory guidance

highly integrated digital electronic control

highly maneuverable aircraft technology

power lever angle, deg

remotely augmented vehicle

short takeoff and landing

total automatic flight-control system

vertical attitude takeoff and landing

Western Aeronautical Test Range

Symbols

A

A0

t2

angles; plant matrix

servo plant matrix

acoustic velocity, ft/sec
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body axis normal accelerometer output, g

x-axis body accelerometer output, g

y-axis body accelerometer output, g

z-axis body accelerometer output, g

control matrix

servo control matrix

aircraft total drag, lb

error signal vector

error signal

aircraft nonlinear functions

aircraft nonlinear control functions

gravitational acceleration, ft/sec 2

aircraft measurement functions

altitude, ft

altitude rate, ft/sec

vertical acceleration, ft/sec 2

gain matrix

total aerodynamic lift, lb

Mach number

mass, slugs

commanded power lever angle, deg

body axis roll rate, deg/sec; power state

power rate, ft/sec

commanded body axis roll rate, deg/sec

body axis pitch rate, deg/sec

commanded body axis pitch rate, deg/sec

body axis yaw rate, deg/sec; position state

reference trajectory

set of real numbers

transformation from body-axis rotational rates to inertial angle rotational rates

linearizing transformation

total thrust, lb

nonlinear input vector

aircraft x-body axis velocity, ft/sec

aircraft x-body axis kinematic acceleration, ft/sec 2

total velocity, ft/sec

total kinematic acceleration, ft/sec 2
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linear input vector

aircraft y-body axis velocity, ft/sec

aircraft y-body axis kinematic acceleration, ft/sec z

inverse linearizing transformation

noise

aircraft z-body axis velocity, ft/sec, noise

aircraft z-body axis kinematic acceleration, ft/sec 2

thrust in the aircraft x-body axis, lb

state vector

state time derivative vector

state vector of the apparent linear plant

north inertial position, ft

aircraft total sideforce, lb

measurement vector

east inertial position, ft

thrust in the aircraft z-body axis, lb

vertical inertial position, ft

angle of attack, deg

angle of attack rate, deg/sec

angle of sideslip, deg

wind reference frame Euler pitch angle, deg

commanded incremental load factor, g

engine orientation angle, deg

throttle, deg

commanded throttle, deg

body reference frame Euler pitch angle, (leg

body reference frame Euler pitch angle rate, deg/sec

body reference frame Euler roll angle, deg

body reference frame Euler roll angle rate, deg/sec

rotational rates, deg/sec

rotational accelerations, deg/sec z

Subscripts

aerodynamic

body axis normal accelerometer output

body axis

body axis relative to inertial system
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derivative

altitude

integral

kinematic

Mach number

measurement feedback system

proportional

power-configuration model

nonlinear plant system; power

body axis pitch rate

position

reference value

function of the input

total velocity

estimate or model output

function of the state

output

initial conditions, or zero altitude

angle of attack

body reference frame Euler roll angle

BACKGROUND

The motivation for using direct nonlinear flight-control synthesis techniques for designing aircraft autopilots

and guidance systems is that these techniques are not limited by their reliance on linear perturbation models of

the aircraft. While linear design techniques easily handle linear or nearly linear systems, as system nonlinearities

become more pronounced, the effort required to design guidance laws increases rapidly. Although linear techniques

are still capable of addressing such problems, a new technique is desired that would handle the nonlinearities simply

and more directly.

The flight-test trajectory control problem [8,9,10,11] is a particular type of guidance problem that faces these

issues. Flight-test maneuvers often cover ranges of the flight envelope, encountering aerodynamic and thrust non-

linearities. In some cases, the maneuvers specified are themselves nonlinear trajectories such as windup turns and

pushover-pullups. These effects increase the complexity required from a linear design technique.

Flight-Test Trajectory Control

In flight-test trajectory control, the requirement is to provide precise, repeatable control of an aircraft during ma-

neuvers used to gather aerodynamic, structural, propulsion, and performance data. For conventional flight regimes

these maneuvers are fairly straightforward and, in general, easily modeled. Level-accelerations-decelerations,

pushover-pullups, and windup turns are typical of these maneuvers. The original motivation in developing pilot-

aiding displays for the open-loop problem [9] and closed-loop controllers for automatic maneuvering [8,10,11] was

to increase the quality of flight data and to ensure repeatable, consistent maneuvers.



Numerousapproachestotheflight-testtrajectoryproblemweretakenincludingcut-and-trytechniquesonanon-
linearsimulation[9], linearoptimalcontrol[12,13,14],optimalcooperativecontrol[15],eigenstructureassignment
[13,16,17],suboptimaloutputfeedback[12],andclassicalcontroltheory[11].Althoughsuccessfulopen-loopand
closed-loopsystemsweredevelopedandusedin flight,eachof theseapproacheshadlimitations.Theopen-loop
flight-testtrajectoryguidance(FVI'G)wasusedona numberof aircraftprograms[9] andwasdevelopedusinga
cut-and-tryapproachonpiloted,nonlinearsimulations.Thesuccessof theFITG suggestedthatevenbetterresults
couldbeobtainedusingaclosed-loopcontroller,andtheflight-testmaneuverautopilot(FTMAP)wasdeveloped
forthehighlymaneuverableaircrafttechnology(HiMAT)vehicleusingclassicalcontrolmethods[8,10,11]. How-
ever,whilethereweresuccessfulapplicationsof solutionstotheflight-testtrajectorycontrolproblem,noneof the
designtechniquesemployedin thedevelopmentof thesesystemswereadequatein termsof providingaconcise
methodologyfordevelopingouter-loopcontrollers.

ExceptwiththeFFFG,all oftheproblemsoftransformingfromalineartoanonlinearsystemwereencountered
andanextensivecut-and-trysessionwasneededto adjustthecontrollerswhentheywereimplementedandtuned
usinganonlinearsimulation.Furthermore,becausethemostdifficultflight-testmaneuvershavesignificantcoupling
betweenaxes,thetuningproblemwasmorethansimplytheiterativeadjustmentof parameterswithinasinglecontrol
loop;simultaneousadjustmentof parametersinmultiplecontrolloopswasrequired.Theuseof nonlinearcontrol
[2,3]simplifiesmanyof theseproblems,althoughsomecut-and-trytuningisstill required.

Derivinglinearperturbationmodelsofaerodynamicsandpropulsionsystems[18,19]aswellasinner-loop,flight-
controlsystemsisa difficultyfacingtheengineerusingdesignmethodsbasedonlinearperturbations.Perhapsan
evenmoreformidableproblemthatarisesinusinglinearperturbationmethodsfor PTFCs is the requirement for a

large number of design cases and, hence, perturbation models. In addition to the requirements imposed because aero-

dynamic forces and moments change as a function of flight conditions, varying degrees of cross-axis coupling often

must be accounted for at each flight condition. These additional requirements add significantly to an already complex

design problem.

Nonlinear Control

Meyer and Cicolani [4] describe a formal structure for advanced flight-control systems that provides the basis

for the results described in this paper. This formal structure may now be taken as preliminary results that motivated

a large body of work in nonlinear controls and inverse model theory. This formal structure included features that

were assumed in later applications:

1. A block triangular system was assumed,

2. inner- and outer-loop control functions were not explicitly separated,

3. a time-scale separation (hierarchy) was assumed (either explicitly or implicitly),

4. inverse aerodynamic and thrust models were used to provide an "open-loop, apriori" feedforward control, and

5. the feedforward control included an inverse model of the aircraft and control system dynamics.

This formal structure, the total automatic flight-control system (TAFCOS), has been applied in detailed nonlinear

simulations of the de Havilland C-8A Buffalo augmentor wing jet short takeoff and landing (STO) research aircraft

(AWJSRA) [20,21], and a vertical attitude takeoff and landing (VATO) aircraft [22,23,24]. The TAFCOS has also

been used in flight tests on a DHC-6 Twin Otter aircraft [25,26], the AWJSRA [5], and a UH-1H helicopter [7,27].

Excellent results were achieved in all of these studies and the claim made by Meyer et al [27] that "the method is ef-

fective for a large class of dynamic systems that require multiaxis control and that have highly coupled nonlinearities,

redundant controls, and complex multidimensional operational envelopes" can be taken as thoroughly validated.



ParalleltothecitedworkonTAFCOS,Meyer,Hunt,andSu[6,7,28,29,30,31,32,33]havepursuedresearchin
theunderlyingtheoryof linearizingtransformationsbymodelinversion.Necessaryandsufficientconditionsforthe
existenceof transformationsfromnonlineartolinearsystemswereestablishedbySu[32]andHuntet al [30]. These

transformations were shown to be global results by Hunt et al [30]. Meyer [6] and Meyer et al [7] have described a

general structure (fig. (1)) for automatic control based on these results. This structure contains transformations (the

WT-map) which when taken with the aircraft, provide a linear system that is modeled in the 'MODEL SERVO.' The

reference trajectory, r*, is fed into the 'MODEL LAW' which determines the required input for the linear system to

follow that trajectory. The regulator then determines the input required for the W-map using the linear input, Vo, the

linear states, Yo, and the apparent linear system state feedback, y.

r

I I_ YO II

r* Model I

law

_J

Model servo Regulator WT-map

Figure 1. Meyer's formal structure for advanced flight-control systems.
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In this structure, a general nonlinear system equation of the form

_(t) = f[x(t),u(t)] (1)

with the state x E _", the control u E _'_, and f : 3" x _,n __,_,_, an analytic function is assumed. Because it is

a necessary condition for such a system to be transformable to a controllable linear system [27], it is assumed that

equation (1) can be reformulated as an equivalent system in terms of new state and control coordinates x and u so

that the system is in the form
,rr/.

_(t) = f[x(t)] + _-_ui(t)gi[x(t)] (2)
i= 1

with

f(o) = o (3)

This nonlinear system is transformed using a mapping 7' • _" --, _k x _t, called the "T-map," such that

Y I = T(x u)V
(4)

7



with y E _k, v E _l, where y and v are consistent with the state and control vectors of a time-invariant, linear

system of the form

_'o(t) = AoYo(t) + Bovo(t) (5)

This linear system model is used to determine reference inputs, v0, into a form compatible with the linear con-

trol law component of the linear controller ("REGULATOR" in fig. (1)). The linear system in equation (5) is

sometimes referred to as the "reference model" and the elements of v in the linear, transformed system are known

as "pseudocontrols."

An inverse T-map (sometimes referred to as a W-map) maps the pseudocontrols of the linear system, v, into the

nonlinear system inputs, u, with T -1 = W : _k x _t ___+_Rnsuch that

u = W(y,v) (6)

Also shown in figure 1 is a linear regulator that provides feedback control for the linear system with

6v = Key (7)

v = Vo + tiv (8)

ey = y - Yo (9)

The linear reference model, shown as the "MODEL SERVO" in this figure, provides feedforward control for the total

nonlinear control system. The nonlinear aircraft model to be controlled ("AIRCRAFT" block in fig. (1)) is presented

by Meyer [6] and shown in figure 2. In this model, the aircraft is broken into three blocks: power/configuration,

rotation, and translation. Basically, Meyer's aircraft model is a full state, six degree-of-freedom model, but has no

inner-loop control system associated with it.

A simple example of a nonlinear controller designed to fly a level acceleration test maneuver is derived in

appendix A.

w Power/configuration w

r-', _- _ l;'" "&"
Un ! _'. "I P2 l-;'IP2 I'_-IP I I _z..

..... !- ...... L "v. r-.., v. i---,r.
f2 -;,-ISI-r S I- l

r--l- .... q- . ..... ,','1
u m _ A A mmbrll _

I__. T I1__ _1

w Rotation Translation

Figure 2. Meyer's generic aircraft model.
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Application of Nonlinear Control to the Flight-Test Trajectory Control Problem

Menon et al [2] report the development of a nonlinear controller for the F- 15 aircraft flight-test trajectory control

problem. In this report, the time-scale separation implicitly assumed by Meyer and Cicolani [4,5] is made explicit

using forced singular perturbation theory. A new model for the nonlinear controller is derived from these results.



Thestructureof thisnonlinearcontrollerisshownin figure3. Time-scaleseparationallowsthedesignertoseparate
theaircraftstatesintogroupsbasedonthedynamicsof thosestates.If thereissufficientseparation,thedesigner
candevelopacontrollaw for theslowerstateswhileassumingthefasterstateshavenodynamics.Thatis, if the
closed-loopplant(inner-loopcontrolsystemandvehicle)is fastenoughto achievetheconditioncommandedby
theouter-loopbeforetheouter-loopguidancesystemcomputesanewcommand,theclosed-loopplantwill beseen
to havereducedor nodynamicsbytheouter-loop.Thistechniqueprovidesthedesignerasimplersystemaround
whichtobuildacontrolsystem.Forexample,figure3showstheaircraftstatesseparatedintoveryfaststates-servo
actuatorstates,faststatesp, q, and r (typically inner-loop states), and slow states V, h, oL,/3, 0, and _b(typically

outer-loop or guidance states). In fact, there is yet a slower group of states x, and y (u_d in navigation). The outer-

loop guidance system must be slow enough to let the plant achieve the commanded states before updating guidance

commands. The states can be separated into different groups depending on the requirements of the task.

Commands I

Figure 3.

v, h,_, 13,0,(_

Slow
time-scale
controller

iq ,owcontrols

p, q, r I

Aircraft
Fast I

time-scale
controller

II Fast

+JL c°ntr°ls IT

+_>_ Very fast
,/v_,--v-i controller H Actuat°rs I

9O0352

Separation of fast and slow time-scale controllers.

Menon et al [3] provide a detailed derivation of nonlinear flight-test control laws based on the results of Menon

et al [2] in which the outer-loop flight-test control outputs are fed into an inner-loop CAS. In this latter report, the

explicit time-scale separation from Menon et al [3] is made implicit, because the CAS is assumed to be much faster

than the flight-test control. Excellent results were obtained when this flight-test control was tested using a nonlinear

six-degree-of-freedom simulation containing detailed, full-envelope models of the F-15 aerodynamics, propulsion

system, and control system. While this work is based on the use of detailed aerodynamic models in the nonlinear
control, it forms the basis for the application of nonlinear control to the outer-loop control problem addressed by the

current work.

A NEW APPROACH TO THE NONLINEAR CONTROL PROBLEM

It will be demonstrated in the following that the requirement for detailed aerodynamic models in nonlinear control

laws can be eliminated by using accelerometer and rate gyro outputs. This simplifies the nonlinear controller in

two ways



1. Aerodynamicforcecalculationsarenotrequiredin thecontroller,and

2. thenonlinearcontrollertoa largeextentbecomes"modelindependent"giventhesamecommandpathsinto
theinner-loopcontrolsystem.

Bothof thesefeaturesprovidethepotentialformajordesign,implementation,andexecutiontimebenefits.The
model-independencefeatureisperhapsthemostsignificantcontribution,because it offers the possibility of designing

a generic, general-purpose outer-loop control law that is independent of the aircraft to which it will be applied.

Obviously, complete model independence can only be achieved when one can represent vehicles by identical models.

For the controller derived and implemented in this paper, only nonlinearities due to aerodynamics and equations of

motion are considered. While other nonlinearities exist, they are not accounted for and are a likely cause of some

of the problems observed in the controller. These are nonlinearities in the inner-loop control system such as stick

mass inertia, and command scaling. Such nonlinearities contribute to the dependence of the controller on the air-
craft model.

Conceptual Structure for Nonlinear Control Law Design

The nonlinear control laws developed for the FTI'C are based on the generic model of the aircraft for outer-loop

control shown in figure 4 rather than Meyer's generic aircraft shown in figure 2. The primary difference is that while

the technique of Meyer et al provides for direct control of surface displacement to control rotation of the aircraft in

pitch and roll, the technique used in the FTI'C relies on the CAS to provide surface displacement controls to achieve
the commanded values of roll rate and incremental load factor.

w Power/configuration w

r-',-- ........ i r--l,"
PLA I t-- ---, P2 '-"P2 '--'P- I I .I.

corn i_lf _ I _1 r I I f I / ,1_

,-t2 li i,,-I I
km--' _. ..... _ ........ _l

!_ f

-_--- X U "-t__ 2 I

A. .-..... _,l,-
z I to A A II
com _ f,. (°b [ S(*_ Abr [ Abril

[__1 ' Ill_ j

w Rotation Translation
900353

Figure 4. Generic model of aircraft for outer-loop control problem.

The structure used to develop the nonlinear control laws for the FTI'C is shown in figure 5. This structure differs

from the formal structure for advanced flight-control systems introduced by Meyer [6,7] and shown in figure 1. The

structure used for the FTTC uses states based directly on the measured (or reconstructed) aircraft states rather than

the error between the linear model and the linear system (aircraft and WT-map). The advantages of the current

approach are that determining the apparent linear system (described later) is fairly straightforward and potential for

poor tracking due to modeling error is significantly reduced.

10



Y0
Yref

Y

V

I

i

U

Z

[
k ¸

li= fp(X) + gp(X) u[

Command Pseudo- WT-map Aircraft plant
generator controller

Figure 5. Structure used for flight-test trajectory control (FTTC).
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A significant difference between Meyer's formal structure and the one used for the current work is that the

nonlinear plant in Meyer's structure is assumed to consist of only nonlinear state equations whereas the current

work assumes a measurement equation
z = h(x) (10)

The T-map for the structure shown in figure 5 is defined as

y : T(z) (11)

however, most often, T is just the identity matrix. The T-map for Meyer's controller shown in figure 1 is given by

equation (4).

[Y ]=T(x,U)v

The W-map for the nonlinear controller shown in figure 1 is defined by

u = W(y,v) (12)

Whereas, the W-map for the FTTC is

u = W(v,z) (13)

While the difference could be reconciled by stating that the measurement function h (x) is included in the T-map,

there is a subtle difference in that the values in the measurement vector are generally obtained straight from aircraft

sensors, not computed.

11



Linear and Nonlinear System Formulations

The plant around which the FTFC is designed includes the aircraft, the CAS and actuators, and the instrumen-

tation system. This plant is modeled by the equation

i = fp(X) + go(x)u (14)

z = h(x) (15)

In this model, the number of states must be the same as the number of controls.

When taken with the WT-map (inverse linearizing transforms) and ignoring the fast dynamics of the CAS and

other components by applying time scale separation, the system can be rewritten as being linear with the follow-

ing formulation

= Ai + Bv (16)

This formulation is known as the apparent linear plant. When properly developed, this system is in the Brunovsky

canonical form. The state vector _ includes relevant states selected from the nonlinear system as well as the required

integral states.

Derivation of the Linearizing Transformation

The input to the apparent linear system, v, is defined as

= v (17)

This equation and equation (14) are then combined so that

v = rp(x) + go(x)u (18)

This is the linearizing transform for state feedback.

Next, the terms fp(x) and go(x) in equation (15) must be transformed into terms that are functions of the

measurement vector, z

So that equation (14) becomes

fp(x) = fro(z) (19)

go(x) = gm(Z) (20)

= fro(Z) + gm(Z)U (21)

This transformation eliminates the need for aerodynamic models in the linearizing transformations of systems de-

vcloped previously. The linearizing transformation as a function of measurements is given by

v =fm(Z) + gm(z)u (22)

Each real control input into the plant can then be separately determined by solving equation (22) for each non-
linear input ui so that

ui = gmi(Z) -1 [vi -- fmi(Z)] (23)

This equation represents the W-map which is the inverse linearizing transformation for the real input to the nonlinear

system found in figure 5. The T-map in the same figure maps the plant outputs (measurements) to the linear system

outputs. In this formulation, the T-map is identity. Implicit in this equation is the assumption that gmi (z) _ 0.
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Linear Control Law Design

In the formulation of the FTrc, the linear control law is a simple tracker as opposed to the explicit model follower

used by Meyer et al [7]. The linear control law or pseudocontrol receives its input, e, from the feedback, y, of the

apparent linear system and the reference or command trajectory, y_,/, so that

e = Yref - Y (24)

For the tracker, the first step of the design is to determine the nature of the command to be used (that is, step,

ramp, or parabola). From this, the designer can determine the number of integrators required for the control law.

Once this has been established, the pseudocontrol gains can be determined from the apparent linear system using

modern or classical control techniques.

Nonlinear System Equations

For the aircraft described in figure 4, if the inner-loop control states are ignored, the aircraft can be represented

by a nonlinear system equation in the form of equation (2)

_(t) = f[x(t)] + g[x(t)]u(t)

with

(25)

V

x = _ (26)
ff

h

For a given maneuver, three states to be controlled are selected from the_ five states. The controls for this system

are the inputs to the inner-loop controller, and are defined for this application to be

[ulu = u2 = Pcora (27)

U3 'r/corn

where

A_c,,, _ = a,_,,_ - 1 (28)

The nonlinear system state equations used are the standard wind axis equations of motion which correspond to

the states in the state vector and can be found in reference [34]. They are

(29)

(30)

(31)

(32)

(33)

1)"= 1[ _ D cos B + Y sin/5 + XT COSo/COS/5 + ZT sin oeCOS/5
m

- my( cos oecos 15sin 0 - sin/5 sin $ cos 0 - sin oecos/5 cos $ cos 0) ]

1

& - Vrn cos/5 [ -L + ZT COSoe -- XT sin a + my( cos ceCos $ Cos 0 + sin oesin 0) ]

+ q -- tan/5(pcos o_+ rsin ce)

= p+ qsin _btan 0+ rcos_btan 0

= q cos _b- r sin _b

h = 1_.__[sin O(XT - D cos oe+ L sin a) - (Y) sin qbcos 0
gm

- cos ff cos O(ZT -- D sin oe- L cos a) ] - 1
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Theseequationsassumetheaccelerationof gravity remains constant and side force due to thrust is zero. Of

these, equations (31) and (32) are already in measurement feedback form. Equations (29), (30), and (33) need

to be transformed into measurement feedback form. This is done in appendix B, where the linearizing transforms
are derived.

If we assume that a maneuver begins at t = to = 0 with the aircraft at the trimmed state, so that x = 0, then

equation (25) can be written as

i(o) = 0 = fix(0)] + g[x(0)]u(O)

lfwe define the inputs for the trim condition to be ui (0) = 0 for i = 1,3, then it follows that

f[x(0)l = 0

Extensions to the General Trajectory Control Problem

Kato and Sugiura [35] present results for the general trajectory problem that, like the results presented herein, are

based on the work of Meyer et al [4,5,26]. In their article they apply transformations from the wind-reference-frame

Euler angles to the body-reference-frame Euler angles to show how a general reference trajectory can be controlled

using nonlinear control. These results are related to those presented by Cicolani and Weissenberger [36].

The results of Kato and Sugiura combine the inner- and outer-loop control and transform a general flight trajec-

tory specified in terms of position variables into vehicle surface commands using the basic nonlinear control methods

and aerodynamic models. As has been shown in the present paper, the need for these aerodynamic models can be

eliminated from the outer-loop control law using measurement feedback. It is unclear whether the present results

can be extended to the inner-loop problem. Further research will address this topic.

From the point of view of outer-loop control, the problem of navigation requires looking at the aircraft as a

point in a known inertial system. Although this problem is not addressed directly in this paper, there are no obvious

reasons why this approach would not work adequately for this purpose. The use of another layer on the outer loop

may be required, as well as the addition of the inertial position states (z, y, and z), to the system equations.

Control Laws

The control laws for the nonlinear FTTC are driven by error signals obtained by computing the difference be-

tween the linear state vector and the reference state vector prescribed by the desired aircraft trajectory. The output

of these linear control laws are pseudocontrols which are transformed, using the W-map, into commands for the

aircraft-inner-loop system.

There are three different trajectories contained in the VITC: a level acceleration maneuver, a pushover-pullup

maneuver, and an excess-thrust windup turn maneuver. The level acceleration maneuver is a wings level, constant

altitude maneuver with Mach number increasing (or decreasing) at a specified rate. The pushover-pullup maneuver

is a wings level, constant throttle maneuver with angle of attack varying at a specified rate from trim to a minimum

value then to a maximum value then back to trim. The excess-thrust windup turn is a constant altitude, constant

Mach maneuver with angle of attack increasing at a specified rate to a specified value.

The control laws used for the implementation discussed later in this paper are described here. A complete

derivation of each of the control laws shown in the following three subsections is found in appendix B. Basically,

there are three command loops available to be controlled by the FTI'C. These are pitch, which is controlled by

incremental load factor command, Ar_c_; roll, which is commanded by roll rate command, pet,n; and thrust, which

is controlled by throttle command, "0co,n. This is not to say that these are the only commands for which control laws

may be developed, but that these are the commands required by the implementation used to validate this approach.

It would be fairly simple to develop control laws to meet other command requirements.
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Pitch Control Laws

The pitch commands for the FT_ are computed using two different control laws and transformation equations.

The level-acceleration--deceleration maneuver uses an altitude command; the excess-thrust windup turn and the

pushover-pullup maneuver use an angle-of-attack command.

The intermediate command of vertical acceleration is computed in the altitude command pitch loop using the

following linear control law

fi'hcom= khoeh + kheeh + kht ehdt (34)

with

eh = h,4- h

eh = href - h

Then h n_,_ is obtained from hco,,, using the inverse linearizing transformation equation (appendix B, eq. (B-28))

"hcom- az sin 0 + av sin ¢ cos 0 + 1
an,_ = -1 + (35)

cos 0 cos ¢

The second pitch control is the angle-of-attack command loop. The linear control law for this loop is

where

ft0 _/&cora = kaeem + k_z eadt (36)

ec_ = Otref -- Ol

From &co,_ an intermediate pitch rate command is computed using the inverse linearizing transformation (appendix B,

eq. (B-59))

qco_ = &corn + tan _(pcos oe+ rsin a)
I

V cos/3 [ -g( a,_cos oe+ a_ sin oL- cos oecos $ cos 0 - sin oesin 0) ] (37)

The pitch rate command qcom is then used to determine the A n_c_ using the following inverse linearizing transfor-

mation (appendix B, eq. (B-54))

V cos B(A n_o_,_= --1 + an + _ qco,_ -- q) (38)
g COSoe

These two transformations could be combined into one transformation, however, the pitch rate command generated

by equation (37) must be filtered because of noise and system delays. This effect is discussed in the Implementation

Experience section• The separation of these equations is left in here for clarity.

Roll Control Laws

The lateral commands for the FTTC are computed using two different control laws and transformations. For the

level-acceleration-deceleration and pushover-pullup maneuvers, the reference roll attitude _bref is known and q_com

is computed using the linear control law

C_co_= tc_ee_ + k_ie_dt (39)
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where
e_ = Oh,e/- _b

and Pco_ is computed using the inverse iinearizing transformation equation (appendix B, eq. (B-70))

Pco,_ = _bc_ - tan O( q sin q_+ r cos 4_) (40)

The control law computation for the excess-thrust windup turn requires the use of two layers of outer-loop

controllers. Each outer loop must be slower than its inner loop. For this control loop, the outer-loop linear control

law computes an h_o_ using the same linear control law shown in equation (34). Roll attitude command is then

computed using the following inverse linearizing transformation equation (appendix B, eq. (B-81))

( az si___nnO - "hcom-1)_bre/= -c°s-' \ cos O_+a_ - tan-' (_-_) (41)

This intermediate command is used in the linear control law

f,i'¢com = kcee_ + k¢le,dt

from which pco_ is computed using the inverse lincarizing transformation equation (40).

Thrust Control Laws

TwO throttle commands were required for the maneuvers defined. The first simply holds the throttle position

constant at the current or some predefined position

7_corn = "[Iref

The throttle command for all other maneuvers is computed using the linear control law

i?)_Ico_ = kxc_egt + kMeeta + k_,eMdt

where

(42)

 t,o:-

e_t = M, cl - M

which is used to establish a thrust command Tco_ from the inverse linearizing transformation equation (appendix B,

eq. (B-114))

1
Tco,_ = {mal_lcom - 9m[ a_ sin/3 + cos/3( a_ cos a - a,_ sin c_)] - X'r cos t_cos/3

COS Ot COS/3

+ rag(cos olcos/3sin 0 - sin/3sin _bcos 0 - sin c_cos/3cos _bcos 0} (43)

The actual throttle setting is determined by using a model of the thrust-throttle relationship (without dynamics) and

inverting it so that

rlcom = f_l( h, V, Tcom) (44)

The thrust term XT in equation (43) is obtained using the same model with a simple lag to simulate the engine lag.
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Control Law Coupling

The inverse transformation described in equation (23) transforms output feedback and linear controls to the

nonlinear inputs required by the nonlinear plant. This transform provides a decoupled connection between the linear

control law and the nonlinear plant. However, by decoupling the CAS inputs, errors caused by command limits

and rate limits can be introduced to the inputs. For instance, if the vertical acceleration guidance law commands a

load factor greater than the 4.0-g limit, the Mach guidance law linearizing transformation would get an erroneous

input for normal acceleration. In addition to the limits problem, for decoupling, a different three-axis guidance law

(with corresponding linearizing transformations) would be required for each maneuver. This adds complexity to the

programmers task. Layering of outer-loop guidance laws presents another problem because, although the layers for

each command path are separated in time scale, it is not necessarily the case that there is separation of time scales

between the inner layer of one path and the next layer of another path.

The solution chosen for this application is to treat equation (23) as a scalar equation, and to feed back the

measured values of the terms that are inputs to other guidance paths. This way, limits and other nonlinearities in one

path do not affect another, although there is some delay associated with this method. This solution also simplifies

the programmer's task in that there is only one inverse transform required for each command and maneuvers that

have identical guidance laws in any one particular channel (such as the angle-of-attack rate guidance law used by

both the windup turn and pushover-pullup) can use the identical piece of code.

SYSTEMS DESCRIPTION

The next three subsections describe the systems and software used to develop, evaluate, and test this approach.

As has been stated before, the theory and control laws developed in this paper are of generic application. There is

no requirement to use a specific aircraft or type of aircraft to implement them. The control laws were developed for

an aircraft which accepts incremental load factor, roll rate, and PLA commands. It should be clear, however, that

similar control laws could be developed to meet almost any command requirements, because the approach would

remain the same. The feedback gains selected should, however, keep the aircraft capabilities in mind. Therefore,

no effort will be made to give an in-depth description of the systems used. Instead, descriptions will be given to

provide adequate information regarding how the experiment was performed, and to describe drawbacks which had

or were expected to have noticeable impacts on the results of the experiment.

Simulation Development System Description

The system on which the PTTC was developed and evaluated is shown in figure 6. It consists of two computers;

the simulation computer and the control law computer. The simulation computer contains a six-degree-of-freedom
nonlinear simulation of the F-15 HIDEC aircraft with full-envelope aerodynamic and thrust models, F-15 CAS

and actuator models, and atmospheric and sensor models. The simulation computer also contains a simulation of

the discretization effects and pure delays of the actual flight system. The control law computer contains only the

FVFC software. The two computers communicate with each other through dual-port shared memory. This system

is designed to simulate, as accurately as possible, the remotely augmented vehicle (RAV) system. The RAV system,
on which the controller was flown, is described in the next section.
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FTI'C simulation development and evaluation system.

Simulation sensor information is taken from the simulation and passed through a simulation of the discretization

effects and pure delays of the RAV downlink telemetry system before it is passed through shared memory to the

FITC. The FTI'C uses the simulated sensor information, user-defined maneuver specifications and the control laws

described earlier to compute commands to be sent back to the simulation. These commands are passed back through

shared memory and go through a simulation of the uplink telemetry discretization effects and pure delays. The values

are then passed to the F-15 CAS model in the simulation computer. The simulation computer integrates the equa-

tions of motion. Results are then displayed on instruments in a fixed-base cockpit, recorded to disk, or recorded

on a strip chart. The simulation and controller are monitored and controlled by operator terminals attached to

each computer.

This system allows development and evaluation of the Flq'C by engineers and pilots. It also provides an effective

means for software validation, flight system verification and validation, and flight test.

The simulation is a very good representation of the flight system with two exceptions. First, the simulation runs

at a rate of 50 Hz. While this is fine for representing the aircraft aerodynamics, it is two and a half times as fast as

the actual aircraft onboard systems which run at a rate of 20 Hz. However, the simulation in its current configuration

cannot be operated at 20 Hz. It is possible that aircraft response may vary from simulation response for this reason.

This was not expected to have a large effect on the flight-test results.

The second item is sensor noise and bias. While the aircraft sensors are meticulously calibrated, it is impossible

to eliminate the noise of the sensed data without increasing the loop delay of the overall system. It is also very

difficult to model the noise and bias of the sensors in the simulation system. This was expected to have a noticeable

effect on the flight system.

Flight-Test System Description

The F-15 HIDEC aircraft and the RAV system shown in figure 7 were used to flight test the control laws. The

F-15 HIDEC aircraft is a preproduction F-15 with Pratt and Whitney 1128 engines (Pratt and Whitney, West Palm

Beach, FL), a digital CAS, and a digital electronic engine control (DEEC) computer [1 ]. The RAV system has both
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Remotely augmented vehicle (RAV) system used to flight test the FTTC.

The RAV system is designed so that software developed and tested on the control law computers of the simulation

systems may be transported directly and run on identical computers in the RAV system. In fact, it is a requirement

that no changes be made between the software tested on the simulations and the software used in flight. This enables

the engineer to perform verification and validation tests cheaply and easily on the simulation before using the aircraft

and RAV system which have limited availability and cost much more to operate.

The drawback, however, is that an additional 80 to 100 msec of pure delay are added to the control loop. This de-

lay added to an aircraft system delay caused by the asynchronous systems of up to three frames (or up to 150 msec),

can make the control task much more difficult if not impossible. For the FTTC, this was expected to cause a notice-

able problem since part of the fast controller-the linearizing transform-resides in the ground system.

The allowable command ranges for the controller were set to be + 150.0 deg/sec in roll rate, -0.75 to +4.0 g in

incremental load factor (+0.25 to 5.0 g normal acceleration), and full range for both throttles.

Flight-Test Trajectory Control Software Program

The linear control laws and nonlinear inverse transformations described in the Control Laws section were im-

plemented in FORTRAN in a computer program called FTTC, along with a command generator to produce the

reference time histories of the states to be tracked. An operator interface to the controller was developed to input

maneuver specifications and to monitor the FTI'C and flight-test system.

This program is designed to run in the control law computer in the simulation and RAV systems. The basic frame

time of the program is 12 msec. However, only the maneuver selection logic and the linearizing transformations run

at this rate. The command generator and pseudocontroller run every other frame. This is done because the command

generator and the pseudocontroller really represent the outer-loop controller (slow controller in fig. (3)), while the
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linearizingtransformationsandtheCASformtheinner-loopcontroller(fastcontrollerin fig.(3)).Thelinearsystem
to becontrolledisrepresentedbythelinearizingtransformations,CAS,andaircrafttogether.

Theframetimewasselectedbecauseit wasthefastestthatthesoftwarecouldrunwithoutgettingframeoverruns.
A slowerframetimewouldhaveaddedto theoverallloopdelayof thesystem.However,this meansthatthe
controllerseesconstantvaluesof senseddatabetweendownlinkdataframeswhichhavethesamerateastheaircraft
system(50msec).Thiscouldbecomeaproblemduringverydynamicmaneuvers.

DISCUSSION

It is important to note that in the nonlinear control laws defined by equations (34) through (44), none of the equa-

tions use aerodynamic terms and, hence, none of these control laws require aircraft-specific aerodynamic models. In

fact, no aircraft-specific models are required except for the simple thrust-throttle mapping shown in equation (44).

These results are significant in their differences from the results reported by previous authors. In those results,

expressions for lift, drag, and side force would appear in the equations in place of the accelerometer output terms.

Thus, the claim of model-independence is shown to be valid under two main assumptions:

(1) the generic model of the combined aircraft inner-loop control system (fig. (4)) is a reasonable representation of

the actual system, and

(2) the time-scale separation of the inner- and outer-loop control laws is a reasonable approximation.

This somewhat ignores the inverse thrust-throttle mapping. However, it is anticipated that the need for us-

ing this mapping can be eliminated using an additional feedback loop; this development will be the subject of
future research.

During simulation and flight test, controller performance was measured by the ability to keep aircraft parameters

within specified tolerances. These tolerances are

+.01 Mach number,

+100 ft altitude, and

4-0.3 ° angle of attack.

In addition to these, it is required that the controller have smooth transitions from the capture of initial conditions to

the beginning of the maneuver itself. Also, when parameters to be tracked are ramped, the controller is to maintain

the tolerances while ramping those parameters smoothly. The large tolerance in angle of attack is due to the noise

and accuracy problems associated with the measurement of that parameter.

Simulation Results

Figure 8 shows the time history from a simulated level-acceleration maneuver from Mach 0.75 to Mach 1.20 at

25,000 ft. The command rate for this maneuver is A:/'co,,,= 0.01 sec-! . The plots show that Mach number increases

smoothly and that throttle command is smooth throughout the acceleration. Altitude and roll attitude are also held

relatively constant (less than 4-10 ft and 4-1.0% respectively) during the maneuver. This maneuver spans a range of

dynamic pressure from 309 lb/ft 2 to 793 lb/ft 2 . This represents a large Mach range spanning well more than half

of the flight envelope. This also represents a range of conditions over which the aircraft can in no way be repre-

sented linearly.

Figure 9 shows the time history from a simulated pushover-pullup maneuver at Mach 0.90 and 10,000 ft (825 lb/ft 2

dynamic pressure). The maneuver is initiated from a wings-level, trim condition. Angle of attack is commanded
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atarateof dCcom= -0.5 deg/sec from trim o_ first to o_= 0° and then at a rate of 6tcorn = +0.5 deg/sec to o_= 2.5 °.

During the maneuver, throttle is held constant and roll attitude is commanded to remain wings level. The plots show

smooth ramping of angle of attack throughout the maneuver. However, angle of attack never reaches the condition
of 0° because the commanded incremental load factor reaches its lower limit before that condition is attained. On

the other hand, the angle of attack never reaches the desired maximum condition of 2.5 ° because the integrator in

the angle-of-attack pseudocontrol has wound up while the commanded incremental load factor was limited. By the

time the command generator starts the pushover from the maximum angle-of-attack condition, the aircraft has not

yet achieved 2 ° . Neither the proportional nor the integral part of the linear control law can act fast enough or have

great enough magnitude to eliminate this error. The reason is that the CAS does not provide an exact linear control of

measured load factor based on commanded incremental load factor. This is discussed further in the Implementation

Experience section.

Figure 10 shows the time history of a simulated excess-thrust windup turn at Mach 0.65 and 25,000 ft, which

corresponds to a dynamic pressure of 232 lb/ft 2 . This maneuver begins at the straight-and-level-trim condition and

increases angle of attack to 12° at a rate of 1 deg/sec. Altitude is maintained to within -t-60 ft. Mach number is held

to within +.02 until the end of the rollout back to trim. This error, which is in excess of the specified tolerance, is

caused by a 1.5-sec delay built into the throttle command to eliminate the problem of the throttle toggling between

core power and afterburner. It is expected that if this delay were not required, Mach number would have been

maintained within the tolerance. For this maneuver, the aircraft longitudinal, lateral, and thrust controls are coupled

because of the relatively high angle of attack and steep roll attitude. But while the controller handles this level

of coupling adequately, there are indications that problems may exist at slower speeds or higher angles of attack.

Each time the angle-of-attack control changes between a steady-state control and a ramp control, the roll controller

has difficulty controlling altitude. However, up to this level of coupling, the controller's performance during this

maneuver demonstrates that this approach handles this problem.

Figure 11 shows the time history from a simulated excess-thrust windup turn at Mach 1.2 and 25,000 ft. This

maneuver reaches an angle of attack of 5 °. The plots show that altitude is held to within 40 ft and Mach to within

Mach 0.005. For this maneuver, dynamic pressure is 793 lb/ft 2 . The performance of the controller during these two

windup turns proves that the controller is capable of fairly precise control over a large range of dynamic pressures

(232 lb/ft 2 to 793 lb/ft 2 ) without changing control law gains.

In fact, simulation evaluation was conducted across a Mach number range from 0.60 to 1.20 and across an altitude

range from 10,000 ft to 40,000 ft, with acceptable results except at the high and slow conditions. While these results

did not fall within the specified tolerances, the controller was still able to perform the maneuver. It is expected

that the slower, higher flight conditions which have still lower dynamic pressures may be a problem because the

aircraft dynamics get slow enough to invalidate the assumption of time-scale separation between the inner- and outer-

loop controls.

Simulation tests were also conducted with varying amounts of pure delay in the uplink and downlink simulation.

Total system delays ranging from 120 to 240 msec were examined over a matrix of maneuvers simulated at Mach 0.75

and 1.20 and at altitudes of 10,000 ft, 20,000 ft, 30,000 ft, and 40,000 ft. The controller performed acceptably at all

conditions, with the same exceptions indicated in the previous paragraph.
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Flight-Test Results

The FTI'C was flown between June and August, 1989. During these flights, pseudocontroller gains were adjusted

and minor changes were made in the control law to improve performance of the controller. These gain changes

were required primarily because of nonlinearities in the aircraft CAS that were not accounted for in the controller

and because of measurement noise. The controller did fulfill the expectations of providing adequate control of the

aircraft over a large range of flight conditions, although some work was still required to get the quality of results

expected. Four of the maneuvers flown are presented in figures 12 through 15 and are discussed here.

The first maneuver, which is shown in figure 12, is a level acceleration maneuver from Mach 0.70 to 1.20 at a

rate of 0.01 Mach number per second. The roll attitude is held relatively constant with an error of less than 2.0 °.

Mach number increases at a constant rate except for a short time around Mach 1.0 (at approximately the 30-see

mark). This effect is caused by sensor error as the shock wave forms at the tip of the nose boom.

A much larger transonic effect can be seen in the altitude, altitude rate, and commanded incremental load factor

plots. The cause of phenomena seen in these plots can be traced to the source of these measurements. The altitude

and altitude rate measurements are taken from the inertial navigation system on the F-15 aircraft. Inertial altitude

rate is derived by filtering and integrating a set of accelerometer and rate gyro inputs. Therefore, it is not affected by

the shock wave across the pitot-static system on the airplane. However, inertial altitude is obtained by integrating

the value of altitude rate and removing accumulated biases by comparing inertial altitude with the altitude from the

static pressure system while the aircraft is in nearly unaccelerated flight (that is, level flight). Hence, as the aircraft

passes through the transonic regime, the altitude tends to decrease because of the sensed increase in static pressure

before the shock. The inertial system filters this information into its estimate of altitude. The resulting value is sent

down to the controller which attempts to correct by climbing. The reverse occurs as the aircraft achieves supersonic

flight and the static system is behind the shock wave. This is the cause of the apparent discrepancy between altitude

and altitude rate in the time histories. However, the inertial system is slow in filtering the pressure altitude into the

inertial altitude, so the effect, while noticeable, is fairly small and leads to an altitude error of approximately -t-60 ft.

The pushover-pullup maneuver shown in figure 13 was flown at Mach 0.90 and 10,000 ft with angle of attack

varying between 0 ° and 2.5 ° at a rate of 0.5 deg/sec. Angle of attack is tracked well in this maneuver although sensor

noise does affect the commanded value noticeably. From these time histories, it is difficult to determine whether the

noise in the sensed angle-of-attack trace (which is unfiltered) is caused by noise in the commanded incremental load

factor trace, or vice versa. Other maneuvers were performed in which commanded incremental load factor remains

constant yet there is still noise on the angle-of-attack trace. The problem of noise on angle of attack shows up in the

next two maneuvers and will be discussed later in more depth.

Figures 14 and 15 show excess-thrust windup turns. The first one is flown at Mach 0.65 and 25,000 ft, while the

second one is flown at Mach 1.20 and 25,000 ft. The maneuver at Mach 0.65 tracks altitude poorly with a maximum

error of approximately 150 ft before it starts to roll out to straight and level. This maneuver also has difficulty

tracking Mach number with an error of approximately 4-.02 Mach for the same reason as the simulated maneuver

discussed in the last section. The level of control coupling caused by the angle of attack and steep roll attitude

presents a greater problem to the controller in the flight system than in the simulation system. This coupling along

with the throttle delay contributes to the large altitude excursion.

The second excess-thrust windup turn, which is performed at Mach 1.20, does not show the pitch and thrust

coupling problem. In fact, altitude is kept to within 4-25 It, and Mach number is kept to within 4-.008 of the

commanded value. Here, however, angle of attack is not ramped smoothly to the desired value of 5 °, and even

though the commanded incremental load factor is at its maximum value, the angle of attack measured is just over 3° .

This problem and a similar one between commanded and measured roll rate will be discussed in the Implementation

Experience section.
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Therollrachetingeffectwastheeffectduringflighttestwhichthepilotsfoundleastacceptable,andinsomecases
unacceptable.Thiseffectcan be seen at the beginning of the roll into the turn. Roll racheting varied in magnitude

and frequency depending on the conditions of the turn. In the slower or higher turns the effect was not noticeable to

the pilot. The origin of this effect is unclear. While it did not show up in the simulation evaluation of the system as

flown, it could be made to appear in several ways by varying gains, maneuver requirements, delays, etc. Therefore,

no definite source was determined. This effect is also discussed further in the Implementation Experience section.

The origin of the noise in the angle of attack and commanded incremental load factor seen in the pushover-pullup

maneuver can be explained, at least in part, by the maneuvers in figures 14 and 15. During both maneuvers, the com-
manded incremental load factor reaches its maximum limit and is held constant there for a short time. However, noise

in the angle-of-attack trace is significant (up to approximately 0.3 °) and is probably a result of either measurement

noise, turbulence, or both. Angle of attack provides the feedback for the intermediate command of angle-of-attack

rate (see eq. (36)), as well as heavily influencing the inverse transformation shown in equations (37) and (38). The

commanded incremental load factor computation seems to amplify the noise on angle of attack. While this is not

a divergent process, filtering sensed angle of attack will be necessary to provide smoother tracking of commanded

angle of attack.

The results of the FTFC flight test indicate that the approach using linearizing transforms with measurement feed-

back is a valid approach for developing outer-loop controllers for nonlinear systems, Tracking reference trajectories

is acceptable over a large range of altitudes and Mach numbers using only a single set of gains.

In general, the flight-test data matched the simulation data with the exception of sensor noise, which was not

modeled in the simulation. The problem of roll ratcheting warrants further research.
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Implementation Experience

There were several factors in the implementation that caused problems to the experiment. These factors are

discussed here to provide some insight to problems which may be encountered in future implementations.

During the development, simulation, and flight test of the FTI'C, some adjustments in gain values were required,

although the objective was to develop a technique which would eliminate gain adjustments. At least part of the reason

for this is the inaccuracy of the modeling of nonlinearities in the inverse transformations. While the transformations

used account for the nonlinearities in the equations of motion and in the aerodynamics of the aircraft, they do not

account for the nonlinearities in the aircraft control system. One example of this is discussed later in this section when

the roll ratcheting problem is examined. Further research is required to determine if modeling these nonlinearities

actually minimizes gain adjustments.

In this implementation, the F-15 CAS did not control the aircraft to provide the roll rate commanded by the

FTTC. In fact, roll rate command was two and a half times as great as the achieved roll rate, as can be seen by the

flight data from the turning maneuvers. Also, flight data indicate that this scaling factor is not constant, but varies

slightly with flight condition. This might provide a partial explanation for the roll ratcheting problem discussed in the

Flight-Test Results section, since it could cause the loop gain to be too high at some flight conditions. Additionally,

the sensed and commanded roll rates from flight-test data do not compare to those from the simulation in terms

of their relative magnitude. This points out that there is a modeling inaccuracy in the simulation. Such modeling

inaccuracies explain the need to adjust gains once flight test is underway.

Flight data also indicate a similar scaling factor problem between incremental load factor and achieved load

factor. This presents a problem in accurately tracking the reference parameter in the pitch axis, although there

is no similar ratcheting problem in pitch. This along with the limited range in incremental load factor command

significantly limits the capability of the controller to perform maneuvers.

As discussed in the Control Laws section, the same linear control law (eq. (34)) was used for altitude tracking

in both the pitch and roll control loops. However, the actual implementation of these two control laws required

different gains for each of the loops. While it is not obvious that this should be the case, examination of the control

loops provides insight as to why this is necessary. The hco,n control law of the altitude commanded pitch control loop

is fairly fast since it has only one outer loop. The hco,n control law of the altitude commanded roll control loop is

designed to be slower since it is the outermost loop in a multilayered control loop and must observe the requirement

of time-scale separation keeping it slower than any of the inner loops of this control.

The implementation of the control laws in the FTTC does not provide control decoupling for the reasons de-

scribed in the Control Law Coupling section. As can be seen in the simulation and flight data of the maneuvers,

this does not appear to be a problem. Very good performance is achieved in highly coupled maneuvers despite the

decoupled inverse transformation equations. Coding is much simpler. Verification and validation testing is much

less complicated and provides a higher level of confidence in the software.

As was discussed in the Flight-Test Results and Pitch Control Law sections earlier, one of the contributors to

the noise in the angle-of-attack based incremental load factor command is the sensitivity of the intermediate qco,n

command to noise in measured angle of attack. The solution used here was to put qcom through a low-pass filter.

The difference between qcom and measured q was then computed, and run through a proportional-integral control

law to eliminate biases and standoff errors. The output of the proportional-integral control law would then be used

in equation (38). This solution helped a great deal in eliminating high-frequency content of the command, and in

improving tracking of the reference angle of attack. Another solution that was not tried would be to filter measured

angle of attack. While this would eliminate the high-frequency content of the angle-of-attack signal, it would also

add delay to the control loop. This was not tried because of the added delay.

One interesting unforeseen problem uncovered in the attempt to find the source of roll ratcheting was uncom-

manded stick movement. When a large step was input into the roll channel of the CAS in a turn, the aircraft rolled
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sharplyintotheturn. Thestick,becauseof itsown inertia, would tend to resist the rolling motion, and put a roll

command into the CAS in the opposite direction. This could cause the roll ratcheting effect experienced by the pilots

and seen in the data. Maneuver conditions requiring less sharp changes in roll rate were attempted which reduced

the ratcheting slightly. This effect and the command scaling effect in the roll and pitch command paths should be

accounted for in the inverse transformation. However, it would be preferable to eliminate feedback through the

control stick by setting stick commands to zero in the CAS while the system is engaged.

Comparison of Simulation and Flight-Test Results

The conditions of the simulation maneuvers and of the flight-test maneuvers (figs. (8) to (15)) were selected to

provide a direct comparison between simulation and flight-test data. The only discrepancy is that the simulated level

acceleration begins at Mach 0.70 while the level acceleration performed in flight starts at Mach 0.75.

While in general the simulation and flight-test results agree, it would clearly enhance the ability to analyze

performance and select gains if the simulation were to run at the same rate that the aircraft systems run, and if the

FYI'C were to run at the same rate as the simulation or slower. In addition, modeling airdata noise in the simulation

would have enabled the designer to fine tune the gains and the control laws for the flight system.

The level-acceleration maneuvers compare very well except for the transition through the sonic region in the

flight data, which was discussed in the Flight-Test Results section. The transient at the end of the maneuver, as the

controller flies the aircraft from the final condition of the maneuver to straight and level, unaccelerated flight, is

much sharper in the flight data than during the simulation maneuver. The cause of the transient is the reset done in

the pseudocontrollers when the controller switches from the maneuvering phase to the exit phase. During the exit

phase, the controller recovers the aircraft to straight and level, unaccelerated flight. This reset is done to eliminate

accumulated biases in the pseudocontrol laws enabling the controller to drive the aircraft to straight and level flight

without first unwinding an integrator. The reason for the difference in transient magnitude between the simulation

and flight data is that the aircraft has not recovered completely from the erroneous altitude data received while flying

through the transonic region.

One other discrepancy can be seen in the incremental load factor command for each maneuver. For the simulated

maneuver, the controller maintains zero or slightly negative values, while in flight test, the average value tends to be

about 0.3 g. The probable cause for this is that the pilot had trimmed the aircraft slightly nose down and the controller

was trying to eliminate this bias (which would be taken out by the integrator in the altitude pseudocontroller, causing

the reset transient discussed in the previous paragraph).

The simulated windup turn at Mach 0.65 compares well _ith the flight tested turn. Mach and commanded PLA

are nearly identical. However, there is no high-frequency content in the commanded roll rate for the simulated

maneuver as there is in flight. This is probably because of noise in the measurements. In addition, while both

trajectories achieve the target angle of attack, the simulated trajectory does not require nearly as much commanded

incremental load factor. There is no clear explanation for this at this time.

Finally, the simulated and flight-tested windup turns at Mach 1.20 match rather well. The main difference is that

the roll ratcheting seen in the flown maneuver is not seen in the simulated maneuver. Even so, the roll attitudes for
the two maneuvers are similar, and the altitude time histories are also close. The differences in Mach number and

commanded PLA are small .and can be attributed to the fact that while the test-flown maneuver starts slightly above

the specified initial Mach number, the simulated maneuver starts a little below the specified initial condition. The

angle of attack and commanded incremental load factor are similar when noise and a slight difference in initial trim
condition are considered.
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

Research has been ongoing at the Dryden Hight Research Facility to define a technique for designing flight-

test trajectory controllers. Many techniques have been investigated. The most promising technique of the previous
research used linearizing transformations using state feedback.

In this paper we have presented a new approach to the outer-loop trajectory control problem for developing non-

linear control laws using measurement feedback. A controller was designed which applies this approach specifically

to the problem of flight-test trajectory control. Testing was done on a full-envelope, nonlinear, six-degree-of-freedom
simulation and in flight using an F-15 aircraft. Flight-test results are presented.

Simulation and flight-test results show that the flight-test trajectory controller can control an F-15 aircraft through

level accelerations, pushover-pullups and windup turns over a large portion of the flight envelope. Some problems

are encountered at high and slow (low dynamic pressure) conditions where time-scale separation between the fast

and slow controllers disappears as aircraft performance decreases.

The approach combining inverse linearizing transformations with measurement feedback for designing outer-

loop controllers for high performance aircraft has been validated by the results in simulation and flight testing. Since

this approach does not require implicit or explicit aircraft models in the design (with the exception of a simplified

engine model), it may be easily applied to other aircraft requiring similar inputs to the control system. The limitations
of this approach fall into three categories

• Separation of time scales must be maintained, limiting the overall performance of the combined control and
guidance system,

nonlinearities found in the apparent linear plant must be accurately modeled so that the controller can be
designed to deal with them over the entire envelope, and

controller gains selected during analysis will probably require adjustment because of modeling inaccuracies

in the analysis system, or because of nonlinearities which are not accounted for in the design of the inverse
linearizing transformations.

The first limitation implies that an integrated approach can provide higher dynamic response because no time-

scale separation is required. Since the time scales must be separated sufficiently for worst case plant dynamics,

a penalty will be incurred when plant dynamics get faster. This may justify the use of gain scheduling for the
linear controllers.

The second limitation is illustrated by the roll acceleration fed back through the stick which is described in

the Implementation Experience section of this paper. While the inverse transformations as derived in this paper

account for all nonlinearities in the equations of motion and the aerodynamic characteristics of the airplane, there
are nonlinearities in the CAS which remain unaccounted for, and cause problems for the controller. Also, the effects

of the engine nonlinearities are not completely understood at this time, however, they seem to be relatively minor.

The third limitation is common to all outer-loop design techniques. It is not unusual for control systems to be
modified because of response in the simulation or in flight.

Dryden Flight Research Facility

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Edwards, California, June 1, 1990
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APPENDIX A

ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF NONLINEAR CONTROL

To illustrate the nonlinear control method of Meyer et al, we present an example in which we consider a two-state

model of an aircraft flying a level accelerationldeceleration

_,_ _T - D (A-I)g sin "t

h = V sin _t (A-2)

In this example, V and h are the state variables; sin q, and )7are control variables. We also assume a simple thrust

and drag model defined about a trim condition represented by the subscript 0, with

T : T( V,h) - To (A-3)

and
D = Do( V - Vo) 2

For level acceleration-deceleration, we define the trajectory

= Vo+ t

and

href = ho

The nonlinear system represented by equations (A-1) and (A-2) has the form required by equation (2), with

X= [ X1IX2

u:[U,]u,
f=[%D

.1=[o]

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A-6)

=[V]h (A-7)

=[ ' ] (A-8)sin "t

(A-9)

(A-IO)

(A-11)

which satisfies f[x (0)] = 0 if x(O) = Xo, the trim condition. While this is a valid representation of the nonlinear

system in the form required by equation (1), it should be noted that this representation is not in the canonical form

described by Su et al [32].

We consider the tracking problem by letting

Y = Y2 = h_ef - h

We will transform this system to the form shown in equation (5) by letting

9(0 = v(t)
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sothat

V -- = = m,

v2 h -V sin
(A-13)

Assuming a linear-quadratic design, this results in pseudocontrols defined by

iv,I=[++,2][y,][+, v]v2 K21 K22 Y2 = K21 K22 href - h

From equations (A-13) and (A-14), the real controls u can be computed so that

(A-14)

or

and

-K21(Vref - V) - K22(hre.f - h)
sin ,_ = V

-K21(Vref - V) -- K22( hr,.f - h) ]'7 = sin-I V

-m[ ]7?= "-'if- [(ll(Vref - V) + t(12(href-h) - esin-r- V'_,f + _-

which also can be expressed as

(A-15)

(A-16)

(A-17)

[-m (Vrey - V) [VK11 + gKel] + (href - h) [VK12 + gKz2] _ _/r_y + --,7= -y- v T (A-18)

Three features can be observed in this simple example. The first, which is .somewhat obscured by the simplifying

assumptions, is that a single control law is designed to control state variables bared on a reference trajectory, that is,

the inner- and outer-loop control functions are combined. The second and most important feature, apparent even in

this simple example is that the actual controls depend on the use of the aerodynamic and thrust models represented

by D and T. Third, although the altitude and velocity command paths are clearly coupled, the control law provides

decoupled control of the aircraft flightpatb angle and throttle position.
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF NONLINEAR CONTROL LAWS

FOR FLIGHT-TEST TRAJECTORY CONTROL

Nonlinear System Equations

The primary equations used to derive the WT-maps for transforming the nonlinear systems into the linear repre-

sentations are given by the following equations from Duke et al [34]

)_ = a_,k sin 0 - au,k sin _bcos 0 - az,k COS _bCOS0

_bcos a - u sin c_
&=

V cos/3

= 79+ q sin _btan 0 + r cos _btan 0

= _2cos o_cos/3 + 0 sin/3 + zbsin o_cos/3
1

= --[ -Dcos/3+ Y sin/3+ XT COSoeCOS/3+ ZT sin oeCOS/3

-- rag(cos _COS/3sin 0 - sin/3sin _bcos 0 - sin t_cos/3cos _bcos 0)]

(B-I)

([3-2)

(B-3)

(B-4)

Additional equations used in deriving this mapping are provided by

h = V(cos a cos/3 sin 0 - sin/3 sin _bcos 0 - sin c_cos/3 cos $ cos 0)

1
aa;,k = --

gm
1

ay,k = --
gm

1
az,k = --

gm

ax,k = ax -- sin 0

( XT -- D cos oe+ L sin oe - gm sin 0)

(Y +gm sin _ cos 0)

(ZT -- Dsin _- Lcos _+ gmcos qScos 0)

ay,k = a_ + sin qbcos 0

az,k = az + COS ¢COS 0

an = -az

V
M= --

a

XT -gm sin 0 - D cos a + L sin ot
+ rV sin/3 - qV sin o_cos/3

(B-s)

(]3-6)

(B-7)

(]3-8)

(B-9)

(B-10)

(B-ll)

(B-12)

(B-13)

(B-14)

9 = gmsin ffcos 0 + Y + pV sin o_cos/3 - rV cos otcos/3 (B-15)
77/,

_b= ZT" + gmcos _bcos 0 - D sin o_ - L cos o_ + qV cos c_cos/3 - pV sin/3 (B-16)
m

Derivation of Pitch Control Inverse Transformation Equations

The equations related to longitudinal control, that is, the equations that ultimately result in a A r_co_ command to

the generic high-performance aircraft model (fig. (2)), have different forms depending on the maneuver for which the
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controlleris intended.In thissection,thederivation of the WT-map for each maneuver is presented. The derivation

of the apparent linear system equations is shown for the altitude commanded control loop. The apparent linear

system for each of the other command variables and control variables is similar and will not be shown explicitly.

with

such that

and

Altitude Command

For the altitude command control loop, we use the apparent linear system defined by equation (16)

x = Ai + Bv

y=C_

h 0 1o][

The W-map from v into u is defined by

v, ]

h +

°11

(B-17)

(B-18)

(B-19)

(s-2o)

(B-21)

u = W( v, z) (B-22)

For this control law, the linear system input, v, is selected to be

[vii= [_tco,n] (B-23)V=

and the nonlinear system input, u, for the F-15 CAS is given by

u = A nz_,_ = a,,..,. - 1 (B-24)

To derive the linearizing transformation, the measurement equation for h shown in equation (B-l) as a function of

kinematic accelerations is converted to an equation for h as a function of accelerometer outputs using equations (B-9)

through (B-12) to get

_t= az sin 0 - av sin _bcos 0 + a,_ cos q_cos 0 - 1 (B-25)

Converting this equation from a measurement equation to a command equation with a,_ = a_,. and h = _tco,_gives

hcom = as sin 0 - % sin _ cos 0 + a,_ cos _bcos 0 - 1 (B-26)

The linearizing transformation is obtained from this equation and equations (B-23) and (B-24) to get

Vl = az sin 0 - % sin ff cos 6 + ( u + 1) cos _bcos 0 - 1 (B-27)
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Theinverselinearizingtransformationis obtainedby solvingtheequationabovefor therealnonlinearinput,u,
so that

vl -azsinO+ avsin$cosO+ 1
u = - 1 (B-28)

cos 0 cos $

The tracker, or pseudocontroller, for this control law will track reference altitude rate, ]_ef, and reference altitude,

h_f. Reference altitude rate is ramped in and out to achieve changes in altitude in the FFFC application. The

resultant reference altitude input will then be parabolic which requires two integrators. A good compromise here is
to use a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller around altitude. This will give some damping with the h

term, as well as some ability to eliminate steady-state bias with the f h term, while not slowing down the control

too much by having a double integral on altitude.

For this case, then, the tracking error is computed by equation (24)

e = Yref -- Y

with

so that

eh J (B-29)e = eh

Yref = href

Y= h

Iehl:I r ,h (B-32)

The term eh is integrated once to get feh which is combined into e to form _ so that

= (B-33)

e h

The pseudocontrol can then be computed from

(B-34)

which can also be expressed as

ft0 _!Vl = khgeh + kheeh + kh_ ehdt (B-35)

With these two formulations, the gain matrix K can be determined from any appropriate modern or classical

control technique. Again, the designer should be careful when selecting gains so as not to make the dynamics of the

pseudocontroller so fast that it can affcct or be affected by the dynamics of the inner-loop control.
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Normal Acceleration Command

A linear control law and inverse transformation equation are derived here for a pitch command based on normal

acceleration. While it was not used for any maneuvers flown in flight test, it was implemented and tested in the

simulation with good results.

For this command loop, a. is measured directly on the aircraft so that in the nonlinear system the feedback, y,

is simply

y = an (B-36)

It is desirable to track the reference normal acceleration directly with

and

SO

Then if the pseudocontrol, v2, is defined as

a,_ = a_.! - a,, (B-37)

A_=a_ +an--I (B-38)

v2 = a,_,._ (B-39)

and the real nonlinear control is defined as it is in equation (B-24)

u=A_

The form of the linearizing transform equation would then become

v2 = u - a,_ + 1 (B-40)

the inverse linearizing transformation is given by

u = v2 + an - 1 (B-41)

Thc tracking error is defined by

ea. = an./ - an (B-42)

The error is integrated once and the combined error vector is

_= [ lea.lea. (B-43)

Since the plant dynamics are algebraic, a proportional plus integral control law is used for this control task. The

pseudocontrol, then, is computed using the following equation
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Angle-of-Attack Command

The angle-of-attack command control law requires two outer-loop layers as opposed to the single layer outer-

loop laws required for altitude control and normal acceleration control. The reason for this will be apparent as the

linearizing transformation for the outermost layer is derived.

For the outermost loop of this control law, the pseudocontrol, v3, is defined to be

v3 = &con (B-45)

and the real nonlinear input is shown in equation (B-24)

U = A _= = an_,,,,,--1

The linearizing transform equation is based on the observation equation for angle-of-attack rate given by equa-

tion (B-2)
_bcos or- usin o_

&=
V cos #

The terms _b and u in this equation are transformed from the force equations shown in equations (B-16) and (B-14)

to kinematic acceleration equations by using equations (B-8) and (B-6) to get

_b = gaz,k + V(qcos otcos/3 - psin/3) (B-46)

(B-47)i_= ga_,k + V(r sin/3 - qsin o_cos/3)

These equations are transformed into functions of accelerometers by using equations (B-11), (B-12), and (B-9)

to get

Co= -g(a,_ - cos $ cos 0) + V(qcos olcos/3 - psin/3) (B-48)

(B-49)= g(a_ - sin 0) + V(r sin/3 - q sin c_cos _)

Substituting _b using equation (B-48) and a using equation (B-49) into equation (B-2) gives an expression for & in

terms of accelerometer outputs

(B-S0)

1
[ -g( an cos a + as sin c_ - cos o_cos _bcos 0 - sin ol sin 0) ]

V cos #
+ q - tan/3(p cos c_+ r sin c0

While this equation does describe 6_as a function of an, taking the derivative _ gives

ac_ _ -g cos o_ (B-51)
aa. V cos/3

Unfortunately, this derivative shows the wrong sign indicating that as d_increases, a,_ decreases. This would produce

aircraft motion opposite to what is desired when commanding angle-of-attack rate.

It is required then to break up this controller into two control laws. The innermost layer of the outer-loop

controller will make a pitch rate command available to the outermost layer. The outermost layer then will use a

command equation similar to the & equation shown in equation (B-50).

For the innermost layer of the outer-loop controller, the linear input is

v3_ = q¢o,_ - q (B-52)
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andthenonlinearsysteminputis thesameasin equation (B-24)

u = A _,_ = a,_o_ - 1

The pitch rate command equation is obtained by solving the & equation (eq. (B-50)) for a,. The equation is then

changed into a command equation by replacing a, with a,_ and q with q_. This gives a new equation

1
a,_o,,, - {V cos/_[qcom - &- tan/5(pets Ix + rsin Ix)]

g COS Ix

+ g(cos Ix cos _bcos/9 + sin Ix sin 0 - a=g sin Ix) } (B-53)

Then substituting in equation (B-50) for & gets

8Vcos
ar_ = a. + ("-) (qcom - q) (B-54)

g COS Ix

Finally, after substituting in the definitions of the linear input and the nonlinear real input, v3, and u respectively, the
inverse linearizing transformation becomes

u = - 1 + on + ( __Vcos/3) v3, (B-55)
g COS Ix

Since the input to the o_ controller is expected to be a ramp, the input into this control should also be a ramp.

Therefore, only one integrator will be required, and the vectors e and _ will be

and

e : = - q

The pseudocontrol, v3,, can then be found from

(B-56)

(B-57)

(B-58)

The linearizing transform of the outermost layer of this control is found by first solving equation (B-50) for q

and then replacing the q and & terms with qcom and &com. This gives the equation

q_o,_ = _o,,_ + tan/3(p cos Ix + r sin Ix)
1

[ -g( a,, cos Ix + a:_sin Ix - cos Ixcos 4, cos 0 - sin Ix sin 0) ]
V cos/_

(B-59)

Then by defining the linear system input and the real nonlinear input as

v3 = &corn (B-60)

and

U3_ = qcom

and applying these substitutions to equation (B-59) inverse linearizing transform is obtained as

(B-61)

u3_ = v3 + tan _(pcos Ix + rsin Ix)
1

V cos B [ -g( a, cos Ix + a= sin Ix - cos Ixcos $ cos 0 - sin Ix sin 0) ] (B-62)
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It mayseemdisconcertingthatequation(B-50)isusedsooften.In fact,thatequation,usingmeasurementvalues,
is usedonlyoncein obtainingequation(B-54). In all otherinstances,equation(B-50)is first transformedinto
acommandequationby replacing& with6_co,n,or a,, with a,_,,,, or q with qcom. In these circumstances, the &

equation is no longer a measurement equation.

The pseudocontrol law for the outer layer will contain only one integrator since the angle of attack is expected

to be a ramped command. Therefore, the e and _ vectors are defined to be

e = [ ea] = older- ot (B-63)

and

The pseudocontrol, v3, can then be found from

(B-64)

(B-65)

The designer must be aware that gains need to be selected carefully for this control loop since the dynamics of

the outermost layer of this control law must be slower than the innermost layer. The dynamics of the innermost layer,

in turn, should be slower than the plant dynamics. Violating either of these requirements will lead to poor control of

the system or even drive the system unstable.

After completing this derivation, the designer should notice that this control law provides not only a method of

tracking an angle-of-attack command, but also a method of tracking a pitch rate command.

Derivation of Roll Control Inverse Transformation Equations

The equations used to provide roll control are derived here. As with the pitch commands, there are several modes

depending on the reference parameter to be tracked. The real nonlinear command required by the F-15 CAS is roll

rate, Pco_. That is

u = pco,n (B-66)

Roll Attitude Command

For the roll attitude command control law, the pseudocontrol, v4, is defined as

'1)4 = _co_ra

The linearizing transformation equation is derived by using equation (B-3)

q5= p+ qsin fftan 0+ rcos _btan 0

and substituting in _co,n = _ and pco,n = p to get

_co,n = Pcorn + q sin _btan 0 + r cos _btan 0

Incorporating equations (B-66) and (B-67) then gives the linearizing transform

v4 =u+qsin_btan0+rcos_tan0

(B-67)

(B-68)

(B-69)
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Fromthis,theinverselinearizingtransformisobtainedwhichis

u = v4 - qsin 4_tan 0 - rcos 4,tan 6 (B-70)

The pseudocontrol is computed using a proportional-integral control law since most inputs are expected to be

ramps or steps. For this control law, the e and _ vectors are

e = [e¢,] = _re! - _b (B-71)

and

Therefore, the equation to compute the pseudocontrol is

The same requirements apply here as in the pitch control laws regarding the speed of the dynamics in the plant and

in the outer-loop controller. The only difference is that the aircraft is very fast in the roll axis, so that the linear

controller dynamics can be very fast as well.

Altitude Command

The altitude commanded roll control law is another multilayer control like the angle-of-attack commanded pitch

control. The outer layer of this control law generates a roll attitude reference based on the altitude and altitude rate
commands. The reference roll attitude is then used in a roll attitude command control law identical to the one shown

in the previous section.

For this control law, the pseudocontrol, vs, is defined as

v5 = "h¢om (B-74)

and the real nonlinear control is defined as in equation (B-66)

The intermediate real nonlinear control is defined as

us, = _b¢om (B-75)

The linearizing transformation used here is obtained from the vertical acceleration equation as a function of

accelerometer outputs which is derived in equation (B-25) in the Derivation of Pitch Control Inverse Transformation

Equations section

"h= az sin 0 - a v sin _bcos 0 + a. cos _bcos 0 - 1

This measurement equation is converted to a command equation by substituting 4, = _bco_ and h = hco,n into it

to get

'hco_ = az sin 0 - a u sin 4,con cos 0 + an cos 4'co,,_cos 0 - 1 (B-76)

From this and equations (B-75) and (B-74) the linearizing transformation is obtained as

v5 = axsinO--a vSin u5, COS0+ an COSU5, COS0-- 1 (B-77)
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The inverse linearizing transformation is obtained by solving equation (B-76) for 4_comusing the trigonometric

identity that given
a cos q5+ b sin _b= c (B-78)

with

then

which gives

c2 < a2 + b2 (B-79)

_ = tan_ 1 b c- + cos -1 (B-80)
a b2

Care must be taken with this equation to ensure that the angles obtained from each of the terms fall in the correct

quadrants. Using this equation and substituting v5 = )_co,_ and us, = _bco,n into it gives the inverse linearizing
transformation

The form of the pseudocontrol is identical to the form used in the pitch control of altitude shown in the Derivation

of Pitch Control Inverse Transformation Equations section in equation (B-34)

At this point, the commanded roll attitude, _b_o,_,is selected as _ref and

USi ---- _co'm (B-84)

The inner layer control can then be determined using the roll attitude controller described in the Roll Attitude Com-
mand section.

During gain selection, the inner layer of the outer-loop control can be similar, if not the same as those in the roll

attitude controller. Again, the gains for the outer layer must be selected to produce slower dynamics than the inner

layer to avoid invalidating the assumption of time-scale separation.

Math Number Command

The Mach number commanded roll control was not flight tested, however it was implemented and tested in the

simulation. It is used to track Mach number with roll attitude during maneuvers with fixed throttle at load factors

greater than one, such as a thrust-limited windup turn.

This control law is also a multilayer controller. In this case, however, the control law has three layers. The

outermost layer generates an altitude rate command, then feeds it into an altitude commanded roll controller identical

to the one discussed in the previous section which accounts for the other two layers in this controller.

For this control law, the pseudocontrol is defined to be

v6 : 3)/'_o,_ (B-85)
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whilethe real nonlinear control is again shown in equation (B-66)

U = Pcorn

The first intermediate real nonlinear control is defined to be

u6, =hcom (B-86)

The linearizing transformation is derived from equations (B-4) through (B-16). First, the velocity rate terms,

u,/_, and _b, are converted from functions of forces to functions of kinematic accelerations by substituting in equa-

tions (B-6) through (B-8) to get

(z = gax,k + rVsin/3 - qVsin o_cos/3 (B-87)

i) = 9av,k + pV sin a cos fl - rV cos a cos/3 (B-88)

£0 = gaz.k + qV cos o_cos/3 - pV sin/3 (B-89)

Then, substitutions of accelerometer outputs for kinematic accelerations are made using equations (B-9), (B-10),

(B-11), and (B-12) to get

fl = g(az - sin 0) + rV sin/3 - qV sin oecos/3 (B-90)

i) = g( a v + sin _bcos 0) + pV sin o_cos/3 - rV cos o_cos/3 (B-91)

_b = -g(an - cos _bcos 0) + qVcos acts/3 - pVsin/3 (B-92)

These equations are substituted into equation (B-4) and terms are cancelled to get

(r = g(a_ cos c_cos/3 + a v sin/3 - an sin acts/3+

sin _bcos 0 sin/3 - sin 0 cos a cos/3 + cos qbcos 0 sin a cos/3) (B-93)

Next, equation (B-5) is solved for h and is substituted into the gravity term of equation (B-93) giving

V=g(axcos_cos/3+avsin/3-ansin_cos/3-_) (B-94)

The derivative of equation (B-13) assuming constant acoustic velocity, is taken so that

f,
M = -- (B-95)

and incorporated into equation (B-94) to give the measurement equation for J_/

_/= 9 (_c°s°_c°s/3+ avsin/3- _'_sin c*c°s/3-_)a (B-96)

This measurement equation is convened to a command equation by setting M = Mco_ and h = hco_ so that

1QI¢o,_= 9(a_c°s°_c°s/3+%sin/3-a_sin°_c°sfla ]_'_) (B-97)

This equation is converted to the lineafizing transformation by using equations (B-85) and (B-86) to get

v6 = - az cos _ cos/3 + % sin/3 - an sin _ cos/3 - (B-98)
(1
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Togettheinverselinearizingtransformation,thisequationissolvedforu6,

-v6aV
u6, - + V (az cos ot cos fl + % sin fl - a,_ sin otcos fl) (B-99)

g

The pseudocontrol for this layer of the controller is simply a proportional-integral controller giving the follow-

ing form

The gains selected for this linear control law must not violate the separation of time scales for the inner layers. This

control is, in general, a little bit slow and has difficulty maintaining precise control of Mach number.

Derivation of Thrust Control Inverse Transformation Equations

There were three controllers developed for thrust control: a Mach number controller, a velocity controller, and

a direct throttle command. The direct throttle command is trivial and is not addressed here. The velocity command

is derived here, but was not tested in the simulation or in flight.

The command required onboard the aircraft is PLA

u = PLAcom (B-101)

The inverse linearizing transforms used for this controller give an intermediate command value of thrust

Ui "- XT_m (B-102)

which is converted to PLAco_ using an inverse thrust model

P LAcom = 9( XT,,,,,, h, M) (B-103)

The thrust model itself is used to estimate the thrust generated by the engines at the current PLAs. The model used

is a simple version of the one used in the F-15 simulation. In this model, XT,, = f(PLA, h, M). The model has

three PLA break points, three Mach number break points, and two altitude break points. The model uses linear
5

interpolation between break points, and incorporates a simple lag, _--73-,to model engine dynamics.

Mach Number Command

For this controller, the real nonlinear control is shown in equation (B-101) and the linear control is defined as

v7 = (B-1O4)

The linearizing transform is derived from equation (B-4). To accomplish this, the equations for accelerometer

outputs as functions of forces are derived by combining equations (B-6) through (B-8) with equations (B-9) through

(B- 12) which give

1
ax = _ (XT -- D cos o_+ L sin c_)

gra

ay = l _y
gm

1
a_ = -- ( --ZT + D sin o_+ L cos oO

gm

(B-105)

(B-106)

(B-107)
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Next,equation(B-105)ismultipliedbycoso_, and equation (B-107) is multiplied by - sin oe. and the two resulting

equations are added together and reordered to get

ZT sin o_ - D = gm(a_ cos o_ - an sin _) - XT COSo_ (B-108)

For this equation, the accelerometer variables are measured, and the X-thrust variable is estimated with the thrust

model so that XT = XT,,, which gives

ZT sin o_ -- D = gin( a_,cos ot - an sin o_) - XT,,t cos oL (B-109)

This equation is substituted into equation (13-4) to eliminate the ZT sin o_ -- D expression and equation (B-106) is

substituted in to eliminate the Y-axis force terms giving

= l{ cos _[gm(a_ cos ol - a,_sin _) - XT,,, COSct] + grn% sin ,8 + XT COSotCOS _ +
m

- rag(cos otcos _sin 0 - sin/3sin ¢cos 0 - sin o_cos _cos ¢cos 0)} (B-110)

The next step is to change the equation from _" to 2Q using equation (B-95) to get

h:/"= 1__1_[cos 8( g m( a_ cos ol - a,_ sin ol) - XT,,, COSol) + g may sin _ + XT cOS o_cos _ +
am,

- rag(cos oleos flsin 0 - sin _sin ¢cos 0 - sin o_cos Bcos ¢cos 0)] (13- lll)

This equation is transformed from a measurement equation to a command equation by setting h_/ = -_/'com and

XT = XTco,,, tO get

1
Mco_ = --[ cos fl(gm( a_ cos ol - a,_sin o0 - XT,,, cos o0 + gma u sin _ + XTc_ cos ot cos fl +

am

- rag(cos o_cos Bsin _ - sin Bsin ¢cos 0 - sin olcos _cos ¢cos 0)] (B-I12)

By using equations (B-102) and (B-104) this equation becomes the linearizing transform equation

1
v7 = _ [ cos/3( gin( az cos o_- a,_ sin or) - XT,., cos oL)+ gma v sin fl + u_ cos c_cos/3 +

am

- rag( cos o_cos _ sin 0 - sin/5 sin ¢ cos 0 - sin t_cos _ cos ¢ cos 0) ] (B- 113)

which is subsequently solved for ui to get the inverse linearizing transform

l
ui - {v7 am - cos 8[ gin( az cos a - an sin a) - XTea COSOt] -- gm

COS Ot COS

(% sin _- cos acosflsin 0 + sin flsin ¢cos 0 + sin o_cos _cos ¢cos O)} (B-114)

The real nonlinear control is obtained using the intermediate command value of thrust, ui, and the inverse engine

model. This can be represented mathematically by combining equations (B-101), (B-102), and (B-103) to get

u = g(ui, h,M) (B-115)

The dynamics of the engine were not modeled in the inverse thrust model.

Since this command is expected to be either a constant or a ramp, the linear control required is a proportional-

integral control law similar to the one shown in equation (B-100)

The gains selected for this controller need to be slow enough to account for time-scale separation between the linear

controller and the engine dynamics or the thrust model lag (they should be approximately the same).
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VelocityCommand

Forvelocity control of PLA, equation (B-1 I0) is used and the linear control is defined as

1)8 "-" _rcom

The real nonlinear control remains the same as in equation (B-101)

u = PLAco,_

and the intermediate control also remains the same

IZi : XTc.m

(B-116)

The linearizing transform, which is obtained from equation (B-110), would then be

v8 = 1[ cos _(gm( az cos a - a,_ sin a) - XT_. cos or) + gm% sin _ + u_cos acos _ +
m

- rag(cos acos/3sin 0 - sin/3sin ¢cos 0 - sin acos/3cos ¢cos 0)] (B-117)

and the inverse linearizing transform would be

1
ui - .;{vsm - cos/3[ gm(a_ cos ot - a,, sin c_) - XT_,t cos a] -- gm

COS O/COS p-

( % sin/3 - cos o_cos/3 sin 0 + sin fl sin ¢ cos 0 + sin c_cos/3 cos ¢ cos 0) } (B- 118)

Since the velocity command is similar to the Mach number command, the control required is a proportional

integral control law similar to the one shown in equation (B-100), except in terms of velocity so that

on gain selection as in the Mach number command in the previous section apply toThe same limitations

this controller.
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